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Evidence excluding rule plays a basal role in evidence law, and produces an 
important effect on civil action. In our country, the study on evidence excluding rule is 
just underway, and is short of generalization from practice, as a result, the evidence 
excluding rule can’t exert function in judicial trial as it should be, so it is necessary to 
constitute and perfect the rule. This article is trying to validate the value of evidence 
excluding rule by the way of understanding the definition of evidence excluding rule. 
By the study on comparative law, the article argues that we should constitute the 
evidence excluding rule which is fit to our country’s situation. The article includes 
about 32,000 words, and can be divided into three chapters. 
Chapter 1, “the rationale of evidence excluding rule in civil procedure”, because 
that the admissibility of evidence is an important conception in evidence excluding 
rule, so this article commences to analyze the conception of the admissibility of 
evidence, and argues that evidence excluding rule in civil procedure is the major part 
of evidence rule of civil procedure, it’s meaning is equal to the common law system’s 
evidence rule, and is the dominative rule in the admissibility of evidence in civil 
procedure. This chapter discusses the value and the history of evidence excluding 
rule. 
Chapter 2, “study and review on the evidence excluding rule of two law systems”, 
the article pays attention to relative rule, hearsay evidence rule, illegally obtained 
evidence excluding rule, privilege rule, invalidation of evidence rule, and after these, 
makes some reviews on the difference of evidence excluding rule between two law 
systems. 
Chapter 3, “basic conceive on the constitution of evidence excluding rule in our 
country”, after the discussion on the relevant evidence excluding rules in legislation 
and judicial explanation, argue that we should constitute relative evidence rule in 
statutory evidence model, set up the principle of oral evidence trial, perfect the 
illegally obtained evidence excluding rule, perfect the invalidation of evidence rule, 
constitute the privilege rule. In the end of the article, put forward that only parties can 
apply to exclude the given evidence in period of evidence exchange phase before trial 
and the formal trial phase. 
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的，法官对于某些原本具有证据能力的证据可依自由裁量权排除之，使其丧失可
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